
EXTRAORDINARY COMFORT. 
LUXURIOUS CAPABILITIES. 
NO COMPROMISES.
Your cabin experience – upgraded for your lifestyle

VENUE™ CABIN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM



LUXURY IS A CHOICE 
REGARDLESS OF BUDGET

Unparalleled quality, advanced innovation and a customized 
experience – designed for our most discerning customers.  
 
Your cabin is an extension of you and your lifestyle. It is the 
most personal connection you have to your aircraft. Customize 
it to fit your life, business and personal preferences. With 

Collins Venue™ cabin management system (CMS), control 
is at your fingertips. Enjoy the everyday comforts of home 
and the functionality of your extended office. Program your 
preferences for air temperature and lighting, while enabling 
the crew to control other cabin operation functions. Have a 
world-class travel experience with Venue CMS in your cabin.

COMFORT WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Whether you are traveling with VIP passengers, your 
entourage or with children, give them individual command 
over their comfort with a personalized Venue cabin 
experience. Seats can be programmed with different levels of 
control – from the highest level and main source of control 
in the cabin to a lower, more simplistic level. Settings can be 
stored to remember preferences per seat for personalized 
comfort every time you fly.

Crew members have a separate control panel in the galley for 
maintenance, water levels and other operational systems, as 

applicable.  Let them control all cabin related functionality 
with simple touch screen icons to ensure a comfortable 
experience for everyone.

Collins has a globally recognized reputation for delivering high 
quality cabin solutions that provide extraordinary capabilities 
for business jets of all sizes. With over 1500 high definition 
CMS installs, Venue is an industry-prefered cabin management 
system that accommodates any budget. Upgrade your 
aircraft with the most modern technology available without 
compromising luxury.

Exceptional user experience
Company logos, color scheme and other personal touches 
can be customized with individual flair on the Venue 
graphical user interface (GUI). The look and feel of your GUI 
will be consistent throughout all galley touchscreens, tablet 
control units and passenger personal devices. Venue’s GUI 
has been designed with as little verbiage as possible, using 
pictures and icons for an attractive, simple and immediately 
usable interface, regardless of language spoken.

Our Venue touch control (TC) switch incorporates state-
of-the-art technology to support your  VIP or standard 
configurations. It is designed to be installed near your seat 
to provide comprehensive seat and cabin controls. Venue TC 
panels can  default to a flight status display when not in use. 
Tablet arms and holders can also be installed for a stylish, 
hands-free way to enjoy your device throughout the flight. 

Integrate with supporting services
Our comprehensive approach to technology ensures that 
Collins customers have the power to choose from a selection 
of supporting services that integrate with Venue CMS. 
Our products easily interact with numerous other cabin 
technologies  
on the market or other Collins products such as:

• Airshow® moving maps

• Stage™ on demand 

• Tailwind® satellite TV

• LuxStream high speed internet

Advance at the speed  
of technology
New, highly desirable technologies arrive on the scene every 
year. Collins innovative solutions provide you with the most 
advanced capabilities of the present time and are designed 
to grow with technology in the future. Our Venue CMS 
seamlessly integrates with leading environmental, lighting 
and entertainment solutions with customizable control 
points to satisfy the most discerning passenger. 



GLOBAL SERVICE  
AND SUPPORT 

Tailored solutions for maximum  
aircraft availability

From installation to maintenance and throughout the aircraft’s life cycle, customers 
around the world have come to rely on our comprehensive service and support 
solutions. Collins worldwide support network offers flexible solutions that are 
tailored to your needs and offer exceptional part availability, reliability and 
affordability. Our experts are dedicated to providing you with the support to keep 
your aircraft flying 24/7/365. 

Regardless of your aircraft type or Collins products, our Corporate Aircraft Service 
Program (CASPSM) provides the flexibility to choose a maintenance and service 
plan that best fits your needs. CASP features and benefits are tailored to serve 
your individual aircraft operations and offer maximum availability with minimal 
unplanned maintenance events and a predictable budget.
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